User Story
As a law firm, LK and Partners law office receives a number of criminal cases from different clients. These
cases must be assessed completely and keenlyby conducting deeper investigation and verification of facts.
Nimfa, as the owner and as a defense attorney, has to analyze each submitted case. She reads the initial
report of each case and provides assessment or blueprint of a further investigation for each case. As part of the
assessment, she chooses specific people, legal investigators and associates in her law firm, who will complete a
team who will conduct a deeper investigation for a specific case. Additionally, she also provides insights and
recommendations based on the key points from the initial report on what and how the team should conduct the
investigation.
As perk of taking into consideration the fiori app, Nimfa is now more flexible in assessing criminal cases
and able to review her legal investigators and practitioners’ current utilization, professional background, and skills
to appropriately group them for a specific case.

Persona

Nimfa
Improve criminal case
assessment and decision making

20 years as a defense lawyer and
owner of LK and Partners law firm






Review criminal cases
Building a team who will conduct further investigation
Identify key points and discrepancies
Blueprinting of further investigation

Defense Lawyer

 Improve case review process
 Improve team selection
 Quicker blueprinting of further investigation

 Are the key points substantial? Are there any discrepancies?
How to prove my insights/recommendations?
 Who are appropriate for this case based on their professional
background and skill set?
 I need to have a team to further
investigate these key points
 I need an overview of my teams’
professional background and skills

 Associates
 Legal investigators
 Client

User Experience Journey

Point of View
Nimfa needs a way to easily review crime cases so that she could give comments and recommendations for a
further investigation as soon as possible.
Nimfa needs a way to have a quick view of her legal investigators and associates’ profile and current utilization
percentage so that she could come up with an appropriate team for a specific case.

Mockup / Set of Mockups
Original Mockups from the Design Challenge

Study
https://standard.experiencesplash.com/home/projects/e16cf44835ae72fc0ba8d5a8/research/participant/26d5
6c2a74ca0ebf0baa306d

SAP Web IDE App Prototype
Step 1. Click on one of
the crime cases in the
Crime Case Files area.
Step 2. Read and
analyze case file’ s initial
crime report.
Step 3. Scroll down to
see the other parts of
the report.

Step 4. Whenever
there’s a need for
comment or
recommendation while
reviewing the Initial
Report, click the Add
Comment and
Recommendation
Button in the footer
area.

Step 5. Write your comment or recommendation in the text area provided.
Step 6. Click the ADD button to add the written comment or
recommendation in the final case report assessment.

Step 7. Click on the
second tab button in
the tab bar to see
possible resources
who will onboard as a
team to conduct
further investigation
regarding the case.
Step 8. Review each
resource. Place the
pointer of the mouse
on the status bar to
see the current
utilization of the
specific resource.

Step 10. Click on the photo of the resource. A
popup will appear with the resource’ personal
details.

Step 11. Click the radio
button that corresponds to
your chosen resource. Your
chosen resource’ name will
be added to the final case
assessment report.

Step 12. Whenever there’s a need for comment or
recommendation for the team, click the Add Comment and
Recommendation Button in the footer area. Click the
ADD button to add the written comment or
recommendation in the final case report assessment.

Step 13. Click on
the third tab in the
tab bar to see and
review final case
assessment.
Step 14. Click the
Post Button in the
footer area to
create and notify
resources about
the assignment.

